
agility
Change direction in different ways and directions

Move around different objects safely 

Take turns and play each game fairly with my team

The ‘Maze movement game’ show 
pupils a picture of a maze and use 

cones/markers for the pupils to move 
around in a given space.  Allow them 

time to explore changing direction 
around the space.  Allow them to 

explore using different body parts 
and different directions sideways, 

forwards, backwards and diagonal.  

SPACE
Consider the size of each station, if space allows you can create additional stations to 

maximizing physical active learning time further.  
TASK

Ask children to run with their eyes up, on the balls of their feet and change speed and 
direction/identify space.  Children can adjust the task or create their own station.

EQUIPMENT
Children can use an object such as a ball to carry whilst completing the tasks.  Train and 

encourage pupil’s to setup their own stations even from KS1.  
PEOPLE

Consider the numbers in each group.  Create additional stations if required to ensure 
practice time and activity time is high.  

Pupils will need to work collaboratively on their station, sometimes without much 
teacher support.  It may take a couple of weeks for pupil’s to full understand the format 

of the lesson.   

Think about times when you might use agility in a sporting context, for example 
to beat an opponent in rugby or basketball.  

Children complete the agility circuit 
as outlined on the next page.  Use 
the circuit sheets to give pupils a 

visual of the games they are 
working on.  Allow pupils 4-5 minutes 

on each section before moving 
around.  This format will enable 
pupils to understand other social 

concepts such as turn taking, 
independence and fairness as well 

as the physical skills.  
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Star run
Individually pupils to create a star 
shape with their run.  Encourage 

pupils to move forward and 
backwards only eg forwards to 

the point of the star, backwards to 
the middle.  

3 in a row
Working in 2 teams and using 

bean bags each team runs out to 
an area marked as noughts and 
crosses and aims to get three of 

their color in a row.  They can only 
place one object each time.  This 

works on acceleration and 
deceleration.  

Move like a crab 
Individually pupils are challenged 
to move the ball from one cone to 

the cone on the other side.  This 
encourage lateral movement.  

Encourage pupils to move across 
sideways like a crab.   

Whacky weave
Individually or across two stations 

(races) pupil’s complete the 
weave.  Encourage them to push 

of their out foot when turning and 
keep their head up. You could 

introduce an object during lesson 
2.

Make a number 
Taking it in turns pupil’s complete 
the figure of 8 run in the quickest 

time possible.  An object could 
also be introduced to carry, 

bounce or dribble. 
Pupil’s can then adjust the course 

to create a new number  

Stop the drop 
Using a bib, scarf, balloon or ball 
and working in pairs one person 

drops or throws the object for 
their partner to react and catch 
before it bounces.  Encourage 
pupils to be on their toes with 

eyes up (ready position) 
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